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1 Introduction

Generation of macro operators has long been known to
be an effective speed-up learning technique for classi-
cal planners [3, 7]. It is to be expected that this benefit
will carry over to decision-theoretic planners as well.
But in decision-theoretic planning additional benefits
can be gained from the use of macro operators due to
the necessity of comparing alternative plans and the
extremely high cost of plan projection. Projecting a
probabilistic plan yields an exponential number of out-
comes as a function of plan length. Trade-offs between
the accuracy of projection and its cost are therefore
necessary. One way to do this is to reduce the set of
actions and/or the set of branches in each action by
creating abstract actions. In a previous paper [4], we
presented methods for abstracting alternative actions
to reduce the set of actions, and abstracting groups
of branches within an action. In this paper we show
how abstract macro operators can be generated which
compactly represent a sequence of actions and thus re-
duce the cost of projection. A comprehensive theory
of abstraction can be found in [2].

Our work on generating macro operators was mo-
tivated by our application of the DR.IPS decision-
theoretic refinement planning system to the prob-
lem of selecting the optimal test/treat strategy in
a particular medical domain [5]. DRIPS efficiently
searches the space of possible plans to identify the
optimal plan by representing the space using an ab-
straction/decomposition network (a kind of AND/OR
tree). An abstraction node is a description of a set
of alternative actions (its instantiations), while a de-
composition node is a description of a sequence of ac-
tions. The planner uses the network to reason about
and prune away suboptimal classes of plans. Currently
the user must provide the abstraction/decomposition
network. We found that specifying this information is
a tedious and error prone task, particularly specifying
the decomposition descriptions, and desired a tool to
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generate these automatically. In section 5 we provide
a description of the medical domain and show how our
implemented system generated a particular macro op-
erator.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section
2 briefly presents an uncertainty model for world and
action based on probability intervals; Section 3 identi-
fies various abstraction types and discusses sequential
abstraction methods in particular; Section 4 presents
an implementation that works with the representation
used by the DRIPS planner; Section 5 presents an ex-
tended example; we conclude with discussions in Sec-
tion 6.

2 World and Action Model

We call a complete description of the world a state.
Exactly how a state describes the world depends on
the application. A state may be a snapshot of the
world or it may be a complete history. The theory
developed is independent of the particular interpre-
tation. Denote the set of all possible states as ~,
and the set of all probability distributions over f~ as
PD(~). We start by defining various types of sets
of probability distributions over ~. A mass assign-
ment m : 2a --+ [0,1] assigns to each subset of

a probability mass portion. We have, therefore,

~BC~m(B) ---- 1 and m(0) -- 0. Set BCf~ is called
a focal element of m if m(B) > 0; and we say the
pair (B,m(S)) forms a branch of m. A probability
distribution P is said to be consistent with a mass as-
signment m iff P(B) = ~beB P(b) Y~.OCB m(C)

for all B C_ f]. Denote the set of all intervalsin [0, 1]
as I; a general mass assignment M : 2n ~ I as-
signs to each subset of ~ a (probability) interval 
I. M can be understood as a set of mass assignments
M = {m[m: 2n ---* [0, 1] s.t. VBG~ m(B) M(B)}.
Throughout the paper, M will be interpreted either as
a function or a set depending on the context. De-
note the set of all probability distributions consis-
tent with a mass assignment m as ~o(m); we define
p(M) = UmeM p(m).
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Figure 1: General form of an action description.

We represent uncertainty about the world and ac-
tion effects with general mass assignments, i.e., with
the set of probability distributions represented by the
general mass assignment. This differs from most ex-
isting probabilistic planning models which represent
uncertainty by a single probability distribution [6,
10]. With actions that can have metric effects, we
must deal with mass assignments where we cannot
determine in advance which state belongs to a focal
elemment B, because B is represented by a set of con-
straints. In such an environment, general mass assign-
ments have more expressive power than simple mass
assignments. (For a more detailed discussion see [2].)

Throughout the paper we will be talking about action
descriptions, but for brevity will refer to them simply
as actions. Actions serve as transformations from a set
of probability distributions Ppre into a set of probabil-
ity distributions ppo,. The set Ppo, is a function of a
and ~vre, and will be denoted as exec(a, ~pre).

Definition 1 (Action) An action a is specified by
a finite set of conditions {cl,c2,...,c,~}. Each ci
is a logical sentence uniquely defining a set ci =
{bib 6 fl;b ~ ci}. The ci are mutually exclusive
and jointly exhaustive on ft. They will be inter-
preted either as logical sentences or sets depending on
the context. Each ci is associated with a finite set
{(h~,Eq)lj=l,2,...,ik,;hj 6 I;Eij : 2n ~ 2a}.
We define exec(a, Ppre) recursively as follows
a) for b e e.ec(a, b) = where for AC_e

hj ifA = Eij(b),l < j < ik,
Mib(A) : 0 otherwise - (1)

b) for Pp~, 6 PD(f~), exec(a, Pp~,) =
{Ppo,[Ppo,(A) = ~-.b Ppr,(b) " Pb(A)
for all AC_f~; Pb 6 exec(a, b)}
c) for Pp~e 6 PD(~),
ezcc(a, ppr,) = {Ppo,,IPpo,, 6 exec(a, Pp~,);Pp~, 

When there is no ambiguity, we shall drop i in the
subscipt of Mi~. An action can be represented as a
tree as shown in Figure 1, or as a finite set of triples
(branches) {(ct, 5, Ez)}. Each El is termed eff ect
of the action. The semantics of an action a is that, for
b 6 f~, the uncertainty about the state resulting from
executing a on b is characterized by a set of probability
distributions p(Mib).

To enhance the practical applicability of this ac-
tion model we would like to represent pp~ and
~opo, as compactly as possible; ideally they should
both be general mass assignments. Unfortunately
exec(a,~(Mpre)) (Definition 1.c) in most cases can
not be represented as a general mass assignment. De-
fine Mvost as an approximation of exec(a, p( Mpre) 
( (Mpo t) e ec(a, (Mpre))); we seek a 
jection rule to calculate Mpo, from a and Mp~.
We define upper and lower conditional probabilty
P*(ci I B) and P.(cilB) such that if B N ci = 0 or
Mvr~(B) = 0 then P*(cilS) = P.(ci I B) = 0; if
BC_ci then P*(ci [ B) = P.(ci l = 1; otherwise
P*(ci I B) = 1 and P.(ci I B) = 0. Denote the interval
[P,(c, I B), P*(cl I S)] as Pl(ci I B).

Projection rule 1 Given an action a with effects
Eij, for BCf2 define Eij(B) to be a set such that
Eij(B) D__ Eij(b) Vb 6 B. For condition ci of a 
BCf~, define MiB(.) general mass assignment similar
to Mib in (1) with b replaced by B, then for Mpre,
Mpost is calculated for all A 6 2n as

Mpo~t(A) Mp~,(B).(~iPI(cilB ) .MIB(A))
BC~2

(2)

The above projection rule is correct, i.e., for any
general mass assignment Mpre, action a, we have
ezec(a,~(Upre))C_~(U~o,,), where is cal cu-
lated using (2). (See [2] for a proof of correctness.)

Projection rule 1, denoted as project1, states that
in order to compute Mpost, we project each branch
(triple) of a on each branch of Mpre. In practice, the
set of Mpr~’s branches is finite. Function project1 can
be calculated easily based on P. and P*. It is not hard
to see that the complexity of project1 is equal to that
of straightforward projection [6] in single probability
distribution schemes.

3 Sequential Action Abstraction

Projection rule 1 is sound, i.e., it does not leave out
any possible "post-execution" probability distribution.
Furthermore project 1 (a, Mvre) can be computed much
faster than exec(a, Mv~).

Unfortunately, in plan projection, even project~ is not
fast enough, since its computational time grows expo-
nentially as a function of plan length. We would like
to seek project2 and action a* (a* as a function of a)
such that M;o,t satisfying i~o,t = project~. (a*, Mpr~)
and M~o,t D exec(a, Mpr~) could be computed faster
than Mpo,- As we observed, projecting action a on
Mp~e amounts to projecting every branch (ct, It, Et)
of a on every branch of Mpre. We conclude therefore
that if a* has fewer branches than a then projecting
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a* should be faster. This can be done by abstracting
a set of branches of a into a single branch of a*. We
refer to this process as intra-action abstraction.

Given two actions al and a2 we could seek project2
and a* (a* as a function of al and a2) such
that M~ost = project2(a*,Mp,~) and M~ost D
exec(al, Mp,~), M~ost exec(a2, Mvre). Abstracting
a set of actions into a single action in this way is re-
ferred to as inter-action abstraction.

In this paper, we will discuss the third type of ab-
straction, which is referred to as sequential abstrac-
tion, the abstraction of a sequence of actions a 1 a2 ̄  ̄  ¯ an
into a* such that M;ost = project2(a*,Mp~e) 
ezec(a,, exec(a,_l,...(exec(al, Mp~e))...)). Action
a* is commonly referred to as macro operator. Due
to the space limitation, we will skip the constructive
discussion of sequential abstraction, but state the ab-
straction procedure. (See [2] for more details.)

We define a new projection rule that is easier to imple-
ment, and can be applied in more situations, although
it yields looser probability bounds than projection rule
1.

Projection rule 2 Given a condition cl of action a
we define P+(cl I B) and P+(ci l B) such that
a) if B does not satisfy ci, that is, B A ci = O, then
P+(ci l B) = P+(ci l B) 
b) else if B satisfies at least two branches with different
conditions in a (including branch then P+(c I B) 
0 and P+(ci I B) = 
c) else B satisfies only the branches with condition ci
and P+(ci l B) = P+(ci l B) 
Projection rule 2 is obtained from projection rule
1 by replacing Pi(ci[B) in (2) with the interval
[P+(ci I B),P+(cilB)].

We consider only the case of abstracting two actions;
generalization by recursion is straightforward. We ab-
stract the action sequence ala2 into abstract action a*
by pairing every branch of al with every branch of a2
and create an abstract branch of a* out of each of these
sets. Consider abstracting one such pair: (cl, I1,E1)
of aa and (c2,/2, E2) of a2 into (c, I, E*) of a*. 
c’2 = {b E BIEI(b) n cu # 0}. We choose
a) c = cl 
b) I = [min 11 ̄  mini2, maxI1 ̄  maxI2],
c) E* such that E*(B)~E2(EI(B)) for all BC_~.

In practice c~ is often a logical sentence derived from c2
and El. If we can conclude that the sentence Cl A c~ is
false then we do not have to create the branch (c, I, E*)
corresponding to the set with condition Cl of al and
c2 of a2. A projection rule is correct wrt this abstrac-
tion if the general mass assignment M*o,t resulting

.... P
from projecting the abstract actmn will subsume the
set cxec(a2,ezcc(al,Mp~)). When the effect E1 is
one-to-one, i.e., for all b E f~ N cl El(b) E ~2, and
El(B) UbE BEl(b) or El(B ) = UbeBncl El(b ),

both projection rules 1 and 2 are correct; otherwise
only projection rule 2 is correct1.

4 An implementation

The DRIPS planner searches through a space of plans
represented in an abstraction/decomposition network.
A decomposition node describes the effects of a se-
quences of actions. To automate the process of gener-
ating this description, we have implemented the above
algorithm for the representation used by the DRIPS
planner.

We start by describing the world and action represen-
tations used by DRIPS. The world is characterized by a
set of features called attributes. Each attribute takes a
value from a set called its domain. Time is modeled to
be continuous, but we are only concerned with a count-
able number of changes in time. At any time point
each attribute is either undefined or takes on a unique
value. Attributes are therefore functions from time
into their domains. We will write attribute-name(time-
point) to denote both the function corresponding to
attribute-name and its value at time-point. The al-
lowed forms of these value functions will be given at
the end of this section.

A snapshot of the world at a particular time point is
represented as a set of attribute/value pairs. An ab-
stract snapshot is a (possibly infinite) set of snapshots
at a time point t, often specified as a set of constraints
on the possible values of attributes at t. We shall use
the notation s(t) to denote snapshot s at time point t,
and refer to both snapshot and abstract snapshot as
snapshot because their difference is irrelevant to our
problem. We define presnapshot(a) as the snapshot on
which we start executing action a. The initial snap-
shot is the snapshot on which we start executing our
plan.

A chronicle is a possible realization of world’s affairs, a
function from time into the set of concrete snapshots S.
We allow no exogenous events, so the only changes in
chronicles (world) result from the planning agent’s ac-
tions. An abstract chronicle is a function from time to
2s. We will refer to both individual chronicles and ab-
stract chronicles simply as chronicles when the mean-
ing is clear from the context. Note that when we refer
to a chronicle we will typically be interested in only a
portion of it from some beginning time to some end
time. We shall keep this in mind as we discuss prop-
erties of chronicles. Chronicles correspond to states
in the uncertainty model discussed in Section 2. We

~When discussed abstraction types are repeatedly used
on a set of actions, the abstraction depth of an action a
can be greater than one. A projection rule is then said to
be correct if the result of projecting a subsumes the result
of "executing" any sequence of concrete actions obtained
by refining a. Our result is also valid for this case.
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define a special attribute present, which specifies the
present time in a chronicle. We will assume that a
chronicle is only a complete decsription of the world
up to the timepoint specified by present.

Actions in DR.IPS conform to Definition 1. Each con-
dition is associated with a set of probability distribu-
tions over a finite set of chronicles, indicating possible
further developments of world’s affairs. Each ci is a
set of constraints on the presnapshot s(to), involving
only attribute values at to. The probability interval Ii
specifies the probability of a possible branching of time
constrained by ci and Ei. Each Ei is a set of functions
specifying attribute values starting from a time point
til > to to some later time point ti2. We say a chron-
icle is constrained or specified by Ei iff from the time
point til to ti2 the only changes in the chronicle are
specified by the set El.

We are now in a position to specify the form of the at-
tribute value functions in more detail. Attribute val-
ues attr(taur) will be specified either as part of the
initial snapshot description (tattr = to) or as a part
of the effect of an action. For any time point t _> to
we require that either 1) attr(t) is given a value from
its domain or 2) the value of attr(t) is specified by
an algebraic expression involving only other attribute
values at time points no greater than t in such a way
that attr(t) is completely specified by forward projec-
tion. Our purpose is to rule out specifications such
as attrl(t) = attr2(t) + 2 and attr2(t) = attrl(t) 
from which computing either value at t is impossible.
For any other time point t > tatt~ for which we do not
explicitly specify attr(t) we define attr(t) = attr(tl),
where tattr <_ tl < t, attr(tl) is explicitly specified,
and there does not exist t2 E (tl, t) such that attr(t2)
is explicitly specified.

The above definition of attribute value function is con-
sistent with the requirement of allowing no exogenous
event. Note that action effects specify changes in at-
tribute values, but do not impose constraints among
them (such as tons-delivered < tons-in-truck). Rea-
soning about the persistence of such constraints is dif-
ficult and, furthermore, they are more appropriately
specified as domain axioms.

We now consider abstracting the sequence of two ac-
tions ala2 into action a*. Assume that al will be exe-
cuted at to and a2 at tl. Consider the case of abstract-
ing triple (cl, I1, El) of al with (c2, I2, E2) of a2 
(c, I, E*) of a*. According to the abstraction proce-
dure discussed in Section 3, c = cl A c~ and we must
calculate c~ from E1 and c2. Condition c2 contains
only constraints on attribute values at time point tl,
the starting time of action a2. Due to our restrictions
on the forms of attribute value functions, the value of
each attribute attr at timepoint tl can be expressed
through an algebraic expression referring to the values
of attributes at any time point earlier and taking into
account all changes that occurred between. The fol-

lowing algorithm generates this expression.

tteduce(attr, tl, to)

o

,

.

.

If attr(tl) is a value in its domain then return that
value;

else compute t2 < tl such that attr(t2) is explicitly
specified, and there does not exist t3 E (t2, tl] such
that attr(t3) is explicitly specified, (based on the
attribute value function restrictions in section 4).

If t2 < to return the expression attr(to) else if
attr(t2) is a value, return that value;

else call reduce for each term in the algebraic
expression for attr(t2), replace them with their
result from the calls, and return the expression.

The algorithm can loop if the function specification
is circular (such as in the set attrl(t) = attr2(t),
attr2(t) = attrl(t)). To prevent this we must keep
track of the pairs (attr, t) we have referred to. If we
refer to any pair that is already in the set then the al-
gorithm terminates, reporting an incorrect effect spec-
ification; otherwise it terminates, yielding the result.

From the above algorithm it follows that any con-
straint on attribute values at tl can be translated
into a constraint on attribute values at any timepoint
to < tl by replacing each attribute term with argument
tl by its expression with argument to. Since c2 is a set
of constraints on attribute values at tl, it can be trans-
formed into a set of constraints c~ on attributes at time
point to using E1 of action al. We call the above trans-
formation a reduction of the set c2 at tl to c~ at to.
Condition c2 is satisfied in the chronicle constrained by
cl and E1 iff the set C = {el, c~} is consistent. Con-
straint solving techniques such as Screamer [8] can be
used to check the consistency of C to see whether it
is necessary to create branch (e, I, E*). Note that the
constraint solver must be sound but need not be com-
plete; if the inconsistancy of C cannot be detected the
only thing we loose is some extra projection due to the
created branch (c, I, E*).

We now proceed to create the macro operator a* rep-
resenting a 1 a2. Consider every possible pairing of (ci,
14, El) in al and (cj, Ij, Ej) in a2. Reduce cj to the
set c~ of constraints on attributes at time point to,
the starting time of al so that C - ci A c5 refers to
the constraints on attributes at the same time point.
If C is consistent (checked by any suitable constraint
checking technique) then create an abstract branch of
a* with condition C, probability I = Ii * Ij, and effect
E* = Ei t2 Ej.

Sequential abstraction may be combined with other
abstraction techniques to yield abstract macro opera-
tors. We illustrate this idea through the example in
the next section.
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NITResult = l
cost = cost + 120

NITResult = 1
cost = cost + 120

(c)

NlTResult = 2
cost = cost + 120

no effect

NITResult = 2
cost = cost + 300

NITResult = 1
cost = cost + 300

NITResult = 1
cost = cost + 300

NITResult = 2
cost = cost + 300

no effect

[0.90 0.98]

[0.02 0.1]

0.95

0.05

cost = cost + [120 300]

NITResult = l

NiTResult = 2
cost = cost + [120 300]

cost = cost + [120 300]
NI rResult = 2

cost = cost + [120 300]

NITResolt = 1

no effect

Figure 2: (a) Impedance plethysmography (b) Real-
time ultrasonography (c) Non-invasive test.

5 Examples

The following example is taken from a medical prob-
lem to which we successfully applied the DRIPS plan-
ning system [5]. The task is to choose the optimal
test/treat strategy for managing patients suspected of
having lower-extremity deep vein thrombosis (blood
clot in the calf or thigh). We have several possible tests
to choose from, including two non-invasive tests: real-
time ultrasonography (RUS) and impedance plethys-
mography (IPG). We can perform a sequence of con-
ditional tests with possible waiting periods in between
after which we conditionally administer anticoagula-
tion therapy. The two tests as well as one waiting
action are shown in figures 2.a, 2.b, and 3.a.

Since the sequence of test and wait could be re-
peatedly executed many times, abstracting the se-
quence could substantially reduce the cost of projec-
tion. We will produce an abstraction of this sequence
by applying our macro operator algorithm, as well

Wait-7--Days

NIT-and-Wait

thigh--dvt = O, calf ffi 0
pc=0 0,8

thip~h-dvt ffi 0
pe ffi 0. calfffi 1

0,2

0,75I
thigh~lvt = 1 ]
pe = 0 [ 0.25

pe=l

(a)

thlgh-dvt = I

peffiO

~igh-dvt = 0

;°O, oa,f=--------O t

thigh-dvt = 0

po = O, calf = 1

pe=l

time ffi time + 7

time ffi time + 7
thigh~Ivt = 0

thigh~lvt ffi 1
time = time + 7

time = time + 7
peffi0

peril
time ffi time + 7

no effect

0.95 * 0.75
I~ITPocsult ffi 2

0.95 * 0.25 NpelT__RleSttit = 2

0.05 * 0.75
~¢E~fsult = 1

0.05 * O,25
NIT=l~esu It ffi I

[0.90 0.98] NrrResult ffi 1

[0.02 O. 1 O] NrrResult = 2

[0.90 0.98] * 0.8
t~IT~.e~ult = Ilgn--avt = 0

[0.90 0.98] * 0.2 NITResult ffi 1
thigh-dvt ffi 1

[0.02 0.10] "0.8 NITResult=2

[0.02 0.10] *0.2 thigh-dvt=O
N1TResult = 2
thigh-dvt = 1

(b)
no effect

Figure 3: (a) Wait action (b) Macro operator 
and-Wait.

as our previously developed abstraction techniques [4,
2]. We first use the inter-action abstraction technique
to abstract IPG and RUS together into NIT, as shown
in Figure 2.b.

We now create the macro operator NIT-and-Wait from
the sequence NIT, Wait-?-Days. We will show in detail
how the third triple of N IT and the first triple of Wait-
?-Days are combined. Let ci be thigh(to) : 1, pe(to)
= 0, Ii be 0.95, and Ei he NITResult(tl) = 2, cost(t1)
= cost(to)+ [120 300], where (tl > to). Let cj 
thigh(t1) = O, calf(t1) = 0 and so on with Ij and Ej.

The next step is to reduce cj from tl to c~ at to. From
the definition of value function we have thigh(t1) 
thigh(to) = 1, calf(t1) = calf(to) since the only change
Ei in the chronicle does not effect thigh or calf. So the

’ is {1 = 0, calf(to) = 0}. c~ is inconsistent, so C =set cj
c~ A cl is also inconsistent and no triple corresponding
to these two triples is created. The complete macro
operator is shown in Figure 3.b. For simplicity we omit
the specification of time and cost from the action’s
effects.

Due to the large number of branches of this operator,
projection using it could be very costly. We reduce the
cost of projection by using intra-action abstraction to
group together some of the branches, resulting in the
action description shown in Figure 4.

In applying inter- and intra-action abstraction we lose
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NIT-and-Walt

thlgh-dvt - 1

I~-0

thigh~.lvt - O, calf - 0

pe-O

thigh~Ivt - O, calf - I

0.95__ NITResuIt = 2
pe-(O I)

NITResult - 1
0.05

__ pe=(O l)

[0.9O 0.98]
__ NITResuh = 1

[0.02 0.10]
NITResult = 2

0.8
__ NITResult=(l 2)

thigh-dvt - 0

0.2
pe-0 thtgh~lvt ~ I

-- NITResult = (I 2)
po-I

Figure 4: Abstraction of NIT-and-Wait.

some accuracy, but as we noted earlier, this is a nec-
essary evil if we are to reduce the cost of projection.
Now we can use N IT-and-Wait instead of the sequences
RUS, Wait-7-Days and IP(;, Wait-7-Days.

6 Discussion

Lower probability has long been used to represent a set
of probability distributions by specifying constraints
on the probability of subsets of the state space. Read-
ers familiar with the above concept will recognize mass
assignment as a subclass of lower probability. Dealing
with metric domains made it necessary for us to gen-
eralize the concept of mass assignment into that of
general mass assignment.

Chrisman [1] presents a model in which uncertainty
is represented by a single mass assignment. He then
provides a projection rule that computes a post mass
assignment containing all possible post probability dis-
tributions resulting from "executing" the action. His
rule is tighter than the rule projectl we suggested in
Section 2, but his rule requires exponentially more
computation than ours.

Abstraction in probabilistic domains has long been rec-
ognized as an effective tool to faciliate faster reasoning.
In this paper we focused on the technical side of ob-
taining a correct macro abstraction; a comprehensive
theory of abstracting probabilistic actions is presented
in [2]. Empirical results of applying the technique to
several domains showed substantial reduction in the
complexity of planning [2]. The sequential abstrac-
tion method presented here could be easily adopted to
use in both open-loop probabilistic planning [6] and
Markov models [9]. We have ignored the question of
abstracting schematic actions. Further work will be
focused on this problem, as well as on investigating
abstractions based on qualitative properties of actions.
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